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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
It is generally agreed that the large numbers of students, who
leave college without continuing until graduation, constitute one of the
major problems confronting colleges today. Mary opinions have been ex
pressed concerning the withdrawal of students. McNeeley says:
It has been claimed that from a financial point of view a
high mortality in the freshman year is advantageous both to the
student and the institution. The student by leaving in this year
is saved the expense of continuing in college for a year or so
longer when he will be eliminated whereas the institution is saved
the cost of furnishing education to the student for this addition^
al year or so.l
Despite the fact that such advantages can be pointed out in con
nection with the withdrawal of students, others have expressed the view
that why students withdraw from college should be a question of serious
concern to all departments in which they are enrolled for both adminis2
trative and educational reasons. This implies that it remains with
each college division to study its mortality problem and then adopt an
administrative and an educational policy in agreement with the needs of
students who must withdraw prior to graduation.
Moreover, there seems to be a general tendency to accept the view
that withdrawing students should be analyzed by institutions which are
interested in meeting the needs of the students whom they serve. In

1John

H. McNeeley. College Student Mortality. Office of Educa
tion, Bulletin 1937, No. 11, U. S. Govt. Printing Office, Washington
(1938), p. 20.
2

. "Why Home Economics Students Leave College,"
Journal of Home Economics 33: 103 (February, 19U1).

2

this connection, Brewster and Zeran make the following comment:
A crop failure, or the production of an unmarketable crop,
presents a challenge to the farmer. . • • The school may ascertain
the cause of its "crop failures" and "unmarketable crops" by eval
uating its curriculum, instructional services, and guidance prac
tices in the light of findings revealed by the records of schoolleavers
In relation to the importance of the study of student mortality in
higher education, McNeeley comments as follows:
One of the primary essentials to an intelligent appraise
ment of the success of higher education is an analysis of col
lege student mortality. ... Reorganization of educational pro
grams, improvement in traditional methods of instruction, in
auguration of new admission or graduation requirements, readjust
ments of collegiate environment to students, and changes of a
similar nature should be undertaken only upon a basis of detailed
knowledge dealing among other things with student mortality in all
its phases.2
Year after year many students enter Prairie View A. and M. College
and terminate their training prior to the completion of the general four
(U) year requirement for a college degree.

Some students return later to

continue their training while many others are never heard from after the
day when, for whatever reason, they withdraw from the college•

Little

effort has been made in the past to find out why these students left
college.-^

As a consequence, questions which have arisen, concerning home

"Sloyce E. Brewster and Franklin R. Zeran. Techniques of FoilowUp Study of School Leavers, U. S. Office of Education, Educational Bulletin No. 17, W?, p. 1.
p
McNeeley, op. cit«, p. 1.
Post card questionnaires were mailed by the registrar to students
who withdrew during 19U3*
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economics students, have remained unanswered. Such questions naturally
arise as, what is the extent to which students withdraw from home econom
ics at Prairie View A. and M. College? Ihy do so many home economics
students withdraw? How do the students who withdraw earn their livings?
This investigation was undertaken in the effort to throw light upon these
and other questions connected with home economics students.
The subjects used in this investigation are those home economics
students who entered Prairie View A. and M. College in 1933 and in 19h3
and who as yet have not graduated. Students for these years were select
ed because it was felt desirable to study and compare groups who entered
Prairie View under pre-war and war-time conditions.

The investigator re

gards such a study as important because no other analysis has been made
thus far of mortality among home economics students of this institution.
The findings may be of value in answering many of the questions
which are involved in a study of student mortality.

Involved in such a

study are questions such as:
(1) What are some of the important causes of withdrawal from
home economics?
(2) What proportion of t h e students who enroll i n home eco
nomics withdraw prior to graduation and at what level do
they withdraw?
(3) What is the relation of their parents' educational attain

ments to the students' persistence in college?
(h) What do students do a f t e r they withdraw from college?
(5) How useful a r e t h e courses which students complete i n t h e
home economics curriculum?

Throughout this study McNeeley's-1" definition of student mortality
is used; that is, the failure of students to remain in college until
graduation.

The colloquial term, "dropout," may be used to refer to a

studert who leaves school before the completion of a grade or before grad
uation.2

The act of a pupil in leaving school permanently will be termed

as a withdrawal.^

Products of the school, whether they emerge as gradu

ates or dropouts, are embraced by the term "school-leavers."

The term,

"non-graduate," may be used interchangeably with the previously defined
terms, dropout and withdrawal.
In view of the mary possible ways in which studies of dropout
students can be made, it may be well to state certain of the writer's as
sumptions since these determine in a large measure the way in which the
data have been interpreted and the suggestions that have been made.
1. An institution or a division of it could use to advantage in
formation concerning the extent to which students withdraw from college
and of what occupations they engage in after they leave college.
2.

Such a study may show the relative value of the courses taken

by non-graduating students.
3.

College students may withdraw from school because of one or

more of a group of well defined reasons.
1±.

Students who withdraw from college probably are successful in

McNeeley, op. cit., p. 1.
2
Carter V. Good. Dictionary of Education. McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., New York, 19U5> P« 1^3»
^Ibid., p. U52.
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securing and retaining employment in -which they may use their college
training.
5>.

Some relationship may exist between the amount of college train

ing which the individual has received and the type of employment which
she is able to hold.
6. Any amount of home economics training should make it possible
for the individual to promote the general welfare of her family.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The problem of student mortality in secondary schools and colleges
has been treated in a mounting number of investigations.

So far only a

limited number of these investigations has been concerned with mortality
among home economics college students. Yet, among these limited in
vestigations, a few may be found which give definite information about
home economics students thereby shedding light on the problem of mortali
ty.

Probably one of the most outstanding of such investigations in the

field of home economics is that of Wagner (23), who found and contacted
by letter or in person three-fourths of all freshman girls who had with
drawn from home economics at the University of Minnesota for three (3)
academic years (1936 to 1939) • An analysis was made of the responses
to determine the extent to which home economics freshmen withdrew from
college, the reasons for their withdrawals, and what they did after they
had cancelled out of home economics.
The findings revealed that about one-third of the freshman girls
dropped out of college.

Twenty-three per cent (23$) of this group left

school during the first quarter while 33 per cent left after the second
quarter and Ulj per cent left after the third quarter. The reason given
most often for their withdrawal by these students was the fact that they
were more greatly interested in some other course (3U per cent). Onefifth of the withdrawals was attributed to financial difficulty, while
18 per cent of the girls withdrew to take jobs and seven per cent (7$)
said they were home looking for jobs, which may have been another phase
of financial difficulty. Eighteen per cent of the girls said they with-
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drew to get married, and a few (1 per cent) left because of illness or
moving away.
The investigator found an honor point ratio range of 0.5 to

1J499 for the students who withdrew to take jobs.

Of the 18 per cent of

the girls who withdrew to be married, 50 per cent had honor point ratios
under 0.5, 23 per cent between 0.5 and 0.999, 18 per cent between 1.000
and 1.U99, while 9 per cent had honor point ratios of 1.500 and over.
The girls, who withdrew and went to work, were employed in offices (17
per cent) or were clerking or engaged in food services or in dress mak
ing (5 per cent).

Others were working as first grade teachers, nursery

school workers, social workers, maids and as helpers in other miscellane
ous jobs.

The findings suggested that there was a need for (1) better

vocational guidance for freshmen students when they enter college, (2)
more individual guidance in budgeting for freshman girls and (3) provi
sions for terminal courses in the curriculum for those students who do
not plan to stay in college for four (I4) years.
Many persons have held to the view that failure in school subjects
was the principal cause of elimination among both high school and col
lege students. Yet, when one home economist"1' decided to review the cases
of some of the former students of the university with which she was as
sociated, she found equal numbers of students whose records showed no
failures or conditions.

Half of those who withdrew were able students

who did entirely satisfactory work in their courses.

Of the remaining

half of the students who withdrew, 20 per cent had received unsatisfac-

"S?his investigator asked to have her name withheld.
of Home Economics vouches for her professional standing.

The Journal
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tory grades in only one (1) subject, 10 per cent in two (2) subjects,
four per cent (k%) in four (li) subjects, 9 per cent in five ($) or more
subjects.

Failure was not found to be a prime cause of withdrawals in

the five (5) year period studied.
Apparently factors other than failure had operated to remove large
numbers of these students from college previous to graduation.

It was

revealed that three-fourths of the students who had entered college had
done so with the intention of remaining until graduation.

Fifteen per

cent (15/Q had intended to stay one (1) or two (2) years while three per
cent (3%) were indefinite about their plans.

Some (7 per cent) of the

students said they intended to return to college later.

It appeared that

the withdrawal of some able students was due to unhappiness in their work
or personal relations at school, or some realized that they had entered
on a plan of training not satisfactory to them.

About 32 per cent of

the students gave economic difficulties as their reasons for withdrawing,
while an additional 23 per cent gave dissatisfaction with the program as
their reasons and 21 per cent withdrew for marriage. Relatively small
percentages attributed their withdrawals to illness, discouraging grades,
moving from the locality, and losing interest in a college education.
The investigator agreed with others when she concluded from these find
ings that a need for guidance is evident.

She felt that in many instances

difficulties might have been lessened or removed had more been known
about each girl while she was in college.
A similar investigation by Smith (8) involved an examination of
the records of all undergraduate students at the University of Wiscon
sin, who were in attendance in 1920 and in 1921, with the exception of

those who were in the short course in Agriculture, the Law School and
the graduates of the 1920 class. A form letter was sent to parents or
guardians in order to determine why students had left college without com
pleting a course. He found that of the students who withdrew approximate
ly the same number had satisfactory records as had unsatisfactory ones.
Therefore, the record made by the students while in school could not be
used as an index of their elimination from school. A larger percentage
of men withdrew for financial reasons than did women, while on the other
hand more women left school for social and matrimonial reasons than was
true of men. The hi^iest percentage of mortality came from those stu
dents whose homes were outside of Wisconsin.
An especially significant finding was the one concerning the large
numbers of the students who made entirely satisfactory grades in high
school and who were found among those who withdrew because of failure in
college. A leading cause of their failures and consequent withdrawal
from college was due to the fact that many came from schools whose stand
ards were low, and, while the students believed they were doing suffi
ciently well to meet the University standard, they were falling far below
it. The study suggests that there should be closer articulation between
the preparatory schools and the colleges and universities. The investi
gator concluded that it is necessary to get more money to enable the
university to select more experienced teachers if the large percentage
of failures is to be prevented among freshman students. With increased
funds, a sufficient number of teachers with high qualifications could be
obtained and thus avoid the practice of using inexperienced and improper
ly trained teachers for the first year classes.
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The withdrawal of nursing students was studied by the National
League of Nursing Education (?)• The numbers of students who entered
and the numbers of students who withdrew were obtained from 912 schools.
Of the 3,0^0 students admitted to these schools in 19b7 it was found that
532 had withdrawn (17 per cent). Failure in class work was found to be
the leading reason for withdrawal among nurses (35 per cent). In this
respect, these findings were in agreement with McNeeley's (17) findings
in his analysis of withdrawals in American universities in general.
"Whereas the findings showed that failure was the leading reason for the
withdrawal of nurses, an additional revelation was that many nurses with
drew because of matrimony, personal reasons and dislike for nursing (11
per cent). Furthermore, this investigation revealed that many other
miscellaneous reasons brought about the withdrawal of students from nurse
training. The findings suggested a need for greater emphasis upon the
selection of students, particularly upon their intellectual capacities.
McNeeley (17) made a comprehensive analysis of student mortality
for which 25 universities supplied data from their records, concerning
the numbers of students entering as freshmen, at the beginning of the
academic year, 1931-32. Some of the universities prepared question
naires to be sent directly to former students to supply the missing in
formation. The finding showed more than twice as many of the students
(l£,!?35) were men than were women. The percentage of withdrawal for
the 25 universities ranged from U2.2 per cent to 79.5 per cent. Students
leaving during or at the end of the freshman year ranged from U8.5 per
cent in the university with the highest percentage to 22.3 per cent in
the university with the lowest percentage. It was interesting to note
that a higgler percentage left during the first semester or first quarter
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than did later in the freshman year. A comparatively high mortality ex
isted among home economics students. The causes of student mortality
found appear in the order of their ranks failure in work, disciplinary
causes, financial difficulties, death, sickness, needed at home, lack of
interest and unknown causes.
The economic factor, as it affects student elimination, was dis
covered by several investigators, one of whom was Wyman {2b) who made a
study of 335 graduates and 7U dropouts during a five year period (193U1939)• Her purpose was to determine the effectiveness of Colleton County,
North Carolina, in preparing youth for home and family living. She used
questionnaires and found that the primary reasons which pupils gave for
leaving school before graduation were (.1) to get a job and (2) the fail
ure of the school to meet the pupils' needs.
It appeared that home economics was the most beneficial subject to

h3 per cent of the group, in spite of the fact that graduates and drop
outs felt that home economics was not taught from the standpoint of the
problems existing in the homes and communities. She concluded that the
schools would be more effective in preparing boys and girls for home and
community living if certain new school policies were adopted. In general
these policies were as follows: (1) programs set up primarily for every
day living, (2) responsibility in helping young people earn money so
that they could stay in school, (3) guidance in selecting courses follow
ed by occupational training and individual counseling, and (U) the
teaching of home economics from a practical standpoint.
Archia (11) studied the oO graduates and 92 students who dropped
out of Carver High School in Goose Creek, Texa.s, from 1931 to 19U1 by
means of questionnaires and interviews. Like other investigators he
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found that the lack of money was a chief cause of student mortality (30
per cent).

Other reasons offered were marriage, ill health, subjects too

hard and dissatisfaction with the school. His occupational survey dis
closed the fact that every former student was engaged in some type of em
ployment.

Common labor for men and domestic service for women were the

types of jobs engaged in by 1*3 per cent of the men and 1*9 per cent of
the women.

The average monthly wages ranged from $ll*.00 to $1*0.00 for

the students who returned the questionnaires.

The author recommended,

based upon the findings, that additional vocational courses be introduced,
also commercial classes, the organization of a guidance program and an
improved school plant with a larger instructional personnel.
Sanderson (20) interviewed 300 pupils who had dropped out of
Wheatley High School, Houston, Texas, before completing the curriculum
for the years 1937 to 191*1.

He found that about two-thirds of the pu

pils dropped out of school on account of the necessity of earning a
living, while other pupils preferred to work outside of the school and
many because they disliked school subjects.

It was interesting to note

that the dropouts were well behaved despite the fact that they lived in
a city of Houston's size and characteristics.

The investigator felt

the low economic status of the family, caused by broken homes, death, or
type of work performed by parents, and the pay for unskilled labor in
i

the industrial area of Houston, was a major factor in student elimina
tion in the Wheatley High School.

The writer concluded that t>0 per cent

of the students studied were eliminated for reasons beyond the control
of the school. Forty per cent (1*0$) were eliminated because of internal
factors which might have been charged to the school. He recommended the
organization of a guidance program and of a student advisory systemj the
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provision of more industrial and practical arts courses j the introduction
of broadening and finding courses, and more emphasis upon the value of
high school education*
Other investigators have studied the economic aspect from the
standpoint of the employment of students who have limited training.
Erown (lii) conducted an investigation in Minneapolis and St. Paul to dis
cover what employment opportunities were open to young women who had
some home economics training but who had not graduated.

The data were

collected by means of a series of planned interviews carried on with the
person in charge of hiring employees in each of approximately 100 twin
city firms.

She found that there were 90 different jobs in the firms

in which such persons could be placed.

The largest number was in cafe

terias, department stores, hotels, restaurants, and retail food stores.
One (1) or two (2) years of college or even high school work in home eco
nomics was regarded as sufficient training for the jobs in most cases.
It was seen that employers considered as highly important the fol
lowing personal qualities:

grooming, alertness, adaptability, initiative,

health, tact, self-confidence and facial expression.

Few of the jobs

investigated required previous experience, while women with some home
economics training might well expect to receive larger and more frequent
increases in salaries than those without such training.

The investigator

suggested certain modifications of the curriculum by which means girls
might be prepared for jobs available to non-graduating students of home
economics.

These included a change in the content and sequence of

courses, especially food and nutrition courses.
Phillip (18) interviewed business personnel of 10 well organized
firms where jobs relating to home economics training were thought to ex-

lii
ist for Negroes.

She located 17 different jobs, the greater number being

in restaurants while many others were in laundries or food stores.
majority of the jobs found were of a sub-professional level.

The

Specific

types of employment found were counter work, hostess work, waitress work,
food checkers, sewing and executive housekeepers.
The State Department of Education (6) investigated the extent of
elimination from Texas Schools.

It was found that out of every 100 white

pupils who enrolled in the fifth grade in 1939-19U0, only h3 graduated
in high school classes of 19hl •

Of that number 36 entered a university

or college after leaving high school.

Of every 100 Negro students who

enrolled in the fifth grade in the same year, 22 graduated in the spring
of 19ii7.

Only 10 of this number entered college.

From these findings

it was concluded that the holding power of the Texas public schools is
low, especially so for Negroes.
The findings of these studies show a disturbing number of stu
dents and pupils who leave school before graduation.

There seems to be

agreement on the advisability of finding out why students withdraw as a
means of lessening, if not altogether curtailing, these withdrawals.

In

addition, most of the studies suggested that guidance programs are in
adequate as they exist in both secondary schools and colleges.

Fimlly,

these studies suggest an additional responsibility on the part of educa
tional institutionsj that is, assistance in providing opportunities for
pupils to over cane financial difficulties and thus to be able to remain
in school longer.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
The names of those home economics students who entered Prairie
View A. and M. College in 1933 and 19U31 were located, during February,
19U8, by means of the college bulletins which were issued in those years.
Accordingly, the names of 80 students in the 1933 group and of 103 stu
dents in the 19l;3 group were found and placed on separate lists.

It was

felt that later identification would be facilitated if the persons'
names as well as their addresses were copied as listed in the bulletins.
Later, a check of the names was made in order to separate the
students, who had graduated, from those who had not.

One method used

was the examination of the commencement programs from 1935 until the
most recent, 19U7; and since the names of the.graduates were listed on
the commencement programs according to the various divisions of the col
lege, the list of the home economics students was checked first. After
wards all other divisions were checked in order to find out whether
any of the students had graduated from some other division. A second
method was to ask the Director of Home Economics to check the names of
those students whom she knew had graduated.
The investigator used the files in the director's office in order
to locate the names of the students who were still enrolled in the col
lege. Afterwards the current files in the registrar's office yielded a
few additional names to this group.

The symbol "grad." was used to dis

tinguish those students who had graduated and the word "enrolled" to

^"This college was referred to as Prairie View Normal and Indus
trial College in 1933 and as Prairie View University in 19l*3.

distinguish those students who were currently enrolled in the college.
This procedure was f ollowed because the investigation was limited
to the students who had enrolled in home economics in 1933 and in 19U3
but who had withdrawn at some time before earning a degree. Thus, one
of the groups started in a pre-war period and the other group in a war
time period.

The students were followed through from the commencement of

May, 1935, to the commencement of August, 19il7> in order to locate all
«

who might have graduated before the time of the investigation.
The college bulletins of 193h and of 19UU were checked to deter
mine which of the students, who entered college as freshmen in 1933 and
19U3, did not re-enter in the second year.

If a student's name did not

reappear, it was assumed that she had withdrawn.

Later, verification

was made of this fact from the student's record in the Registrar's Office.
A letter was written to the registrar requesting permission to
use the files in the Registrar's Office for the purpose of locating the
addresses of the students who were to be contacted.

The addresses were

copied from the students' application blanks for entrance, which were
found in their folders.

The investigator found that much time could be

saved by using the folders which were readily available. Eventually,
all folders were checked in order to locate those which had not been
filed correctly, and wherever this occurred, the investigator filed them
correctly after she had used them.
The addresses of 35 of the 1933 students and of 87 of the 19U3
students were obtained from the registrar's files.

Five (5) addition

al addresses of the 19U3 students were found in the files at the Dean
of Women's Office; therefore, the mailing list consisted of 127 addresses
of ex-students.
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A questionnaire was developed which consisted of four (It) sec
tions:

general information, employment of the student, the period of

withdrawal, and the student's opinions about the home economics curricu
lum. A total of about 30 pertinent questions was distributed among these
sections.

Many of these questions were asked in a manner which would re

veal all possible factors that contributed to the student's withdrawal
from college.

Other questions were asked which were designed to bring to

light the students' work activities, after they had withdrawn from col
lege. Finally, some questions were asked which might reveal the students'
opinions of the home economics curriculum.
A friendly, informal letter accompanied each questionnaire.

En

velopes were addressed to 127 former students, and every care was used
in the effort to facilitate the proper delivery of each questionnaire.
Self-addressed envelopes were included in order to facilitate the return
of the questionnaires to the investigator.
When after four (U) weeks had passed and many of the ex-students
had not replied, it was felt necessary to send a second questionnaire
addressed to the students in care of their parents.

However, the returns

on the second questionnaire were not as complete as was desired; and so,
some other means were used in contacting the students who had not re
turned their questionnaires. It was felt that some assistance might be
obtained from homemaking teachers in the home towns of the students.
These teachers were contacted by mail and asked to get in touch with cer
tain students, or their parents, who lived in their communities. Accord
ingly, the addresses of some students who had married or had left home
were obtained.
naire.

These addresses were used in sending the third question
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Eleven (11) of all the questionnaires which were sent out were re
turned by postal authorities because the individuals had moved from their
original addresses.

Because of this fact, it was assumed that the majori

ty of the ex-students had received the questionnaires, despite the fact
that they had not returned them; therefore, no further effort was made to
contact by mail the ex-students, who had not returned their questionnaires.
However, some of the students who lived in neighboring towns to Prairie
View were reached for interviews, and their questionnaires were filled at
the time of the interview.
There were 72 replies to all questionnaire mailings and inter
views, which number represented 57 per cent of the 127 which had been
mailed, Twenty replies were received from the 1933 students and 52 from
the 19li3 students which were checked on the mailing list as they were re
ceived.
The data were recorded on previously prepared tabulation sheets
and interpreted as to their bearing on the needs and purposes of the
study. The statistical formulas, which were used in the treatment of
the data, have been located in the Appendix, Exhibit E.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS

Prior to entering into a detailed analysis of the data, it is nec
essary to emphasize the fact that the data comprising this study of stu
dent mortality were obtained from two groups of students.

These were

students who entered Prairie View A • and M. College in 1933 and in 19h3
and enrolled in the Division of Home Economics.

Table I shows that a

total of 2li3 freshman students enrolled in 1933 and in 191*3, 80 of whom
entered college in 1933? while 163 entered in 191*3 •
Perhaps it is reasonably safe to assume that the difference in en
rollments may be attributed to factors which are of an economic nature.
Mary families became financially able to educate their children beyond
high school on account of the great increase in job opportunities and the
highly increased rate of remuneration for jobs. Moreover, the incomes of
many families were supplemented by means of the various types of govern
ment allotments which were made to the families of service men and women.
Again the interest, manifested by government agencies in educational
training programs, may have awakened a desire in civilian as well as in
military personnel to take advantage of sill available educational oppor
tunities. The realization that promotional possibilities in various oc
cupational groups tend to increase as college training increases among
workers may have helped to step up the enrollment.

These and other

factors may have affected the 19l*3 students to the point of developing
in them a greater degree of educational consciousness as is reflected in
Table I.
Eighty (80) students enrolled in 1933, forty-six (58$) of whom
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withdrew during or at the end of the four (1+) year period from 1933 to
1937.

One hundred and thirteen (69%) of the 191+3 students left college

during or at the end of the four (1+) year period from 191+3 to 191+7.
Thirty-four (1+2$) of the 1933 students obtained degrees from Prairie View
A. and M. College during1 or at the end of four (1+) years in comparison
with the 29 students (18$) who obtained degrees among the 191+3 students.
From these data it appeared that the increased enrollment resulted

in an

increased rate of mortality among the 191+3 students and that the tend
ency to graduate decreased accordingly.
Table I. Comparison of Student Mortality in Two Groups
of Home Economics Students

Year of
entering
1933 en
trants
Number
Per cent
191+3 en
trants
Number
Per cent

Number
entering
Home
Economics

Number and percentage of students
Leaving
Obtaining
college
degree
Enrolled
during or during or
at time of
at end of after
investiga
1+ years
1+ years
tion

80

1+6
58

31+
1+2

0
0

163

113
69

29
18

21
13

No doubt the war-time demands upon industry, created by man power
shortages, drew many persons from their usual occupations.

Consequent

ly, in the data to follow, a relatively small number of .the students
was found who had been engaged in war-work for many of the students

"*A few of the students in each group graduated in three years.
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withdrew to fill vacancies created by the departure of fellow townsmen in
to industrial areas.

Probably the opportunity to turn educational gains

into monetary channels proved more attractive to many students than did
the college degree. At the time of this investigation, no members of
the 1933 group were enrolled in Prairie View A. and M. College, but 21
(13$) of the 19li3 students were still enrolled, or again enrolled, in the
institution.
Table II shows the time of withdrawal of the students from college
at two periods in each yearj these periods were designated as during and
after the respective years.
Table II. Time of Withdrawal of Students from College

Time of withdrawal

1933 students
N
$

19U3 students
N
i

During the 1st year
After the 1st year
During the 2nd year
After the 2nd year
During the 3rd year

2
7
1
6
2

10
33
3
30
10

u
13
3
12
6

8
28
6
23
12

After the 3rd year
During the Uth year

2
0

10
0

10
2

19

20

100

32

100

Total

h

The data revealed that the 1933 students tended to withdraw to a
great extent (33$) after their first year at college.

In addition, many

students (30$) tended to withdraw after their second year in college.
The same situation existed among the 19U3 students, for after their first
year in college, 28 per cent of them withdrew.

There is little reason

to believe that this high rate of student mortality is in any way con-
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fined to Prairie View A. and M. College alone.

Brown investigated 17

liberal arts colleges in 19h3 and at that time she found that more than
UO per cent of the students who entered as freshmen had dropped out be
fore the junior year.1
The data in Table II were converted into semesters of attendance
for the purpose of comparing the persistence of the two groups in college.
While the median number of semesters spent in college by the 1933 group
was three (3), it was found that the median number of semesters attained
by the 19li3 group was four (It) •
Quite apart from the encouraging nature of the seemingly upward
trend in college persistence is a fact which is brought out in Figure 1.
It appears that the withdrawals among students in their first year con
tinued on a large scale, despite a ten (10) year interval.

Percentage of students leaving
60
80
100
20
UO

Tear
Freshman

TTmrtwmjm
3d

Sophomore

irmmmm
IT

Junior

7/20///
31

Senior

a
0

P.

Key: 1////I 1933 students
19U3 students
Fig. 1. Percentage of Students Leaving College by
bv Years
Year

M. Brown. Home Economics in Liberal Arts Colleges. Minne
apolis, Burgess Publishing Company, 19U3.
1Clara
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Almost one-half of the withdrawals of the 1933 students (U5$) and
more than one-third (36%) of the 19U3 students occurred in the first year.
The 1933 students withdrew in their second year to the extent of 3£ per
cent while 29 per cent of the 19^3 students withdrew in the second year.
It was interesting to note that the third year withdrawals (31$) in the
19U3 group exceeded the second year withdrawals, contrary to the general
ly held belief that withdrawals occur more frequently in the first two (2)
years of college.

However, greater conformity was observed in the 1933

group for few withdrawals took place in their third year (20$).

No with

drawals occurred during the fourth year among the 1933 students but a few
(h%) of withdrawals occurred among the 19U3 students during their fourth
year in college.
Relatively little difference existed in the proportions of the
1933 and 19ri3 students who left college without returning at a later
date to continue their training at the institution.

One-half (10) of the

1933 students who returned the questionnaire and slightly more than onehalf (28$) of the 19U3 studenbs had not done any additional college work
since they withdrew.

Of the 20 respondents in the 1933 group, 10 wrote

that they had returned to college since their withdrawal.

Seven (7) had

transferred to some other institution after leaving college^, while
three (3) had returned to Prairie View either in the summer school or
the extension school to continue their training. Twenty-one of the
19U3 students, or slightly less than one-half of the respondents, said

e colleges to which the students returned were: Texas College,
Houston College (presently Texas State University), Mary Allen Junior
College, Tillotson College, arid Arizona State Teacher's College.

2k

they had done some additional college work.
These students followed the same trend as that followed by the
1933 students. That is to say, the greater number (17) transferred to
some other, institution while the smaller number (U) returned to Prairie
View to continue their training. Perhaps some of these students, upon
filing their applications for entrance to Prairie View A. and M. College
found that the college could not accommodate all persons who had made ap
plication. Therefore, these students found it necessary to apply for
entrance at other colleges whose facilities were not as taxed as were
those at Prairie View.

On the other hand, some of the students might

have transferred because, for their purposes, they felt it better to en
ter institutions which were located in closer proximity to their homes •
Despite the fact that earlier data showed that the 19k3 students
tended to receive more training prior to withdrawal than the 1933 stu
dents, this tendency was not repeated with regard to the amount of train
ing received after withdrawal. When the periods of training were changed
into years and averaged for the two groups, the 1933 students had spent
18 additional years in college, an average of about two (2) years per
person.

On the other hand, the 19ii3 students had spent a total of 26

years in college, since their first withdrawment, and averaged only one
(1) year per person. Although this difference existed it may not be as
great in a later study of these same subjects for the 19h3 "school-leav
ers" have not been out of college long enough to justify any definite
conclusions about their later college pursuits.
John H. McNeeley in 1937 reported a higher net mortality among
home economics students than was true of any other university group in
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the nation.

In writing of the high rate of mortality which occurs among

home economics students, Brown mentions the fact that many students enroll
in home economics because they like to cook and sew and subsequently with
draw upon realizing that they are faced with an academic curriculum heav2

ily weighted with the sciences.

Table III. College Curriculum Pursued by Returning
Students

Curriculum pursued
Business
Beauty Culture
Education
Home Economics
Nursing
Total

1933 students
%

19U3 students
N
%

0
2
1
7
0

0
20
10
70
0

3
0
2
15
1

1k
0
10
71
5

10

100

21

100

Data in Table III show that upon the entrance of home economics
students into other colleges, after a period of interruption in their
training, many did not pursue the home economics course in the second
college. This was true of 30 per cent of the 1533 students and of the
19i;3 group, as well. Encouragingly the greater proportion of the 1933
students investigated continued in home economics. It may be seen again
in Table III that 70 per cent of the 1933 students and 71 per cent of
the 19U3 students chose the home economics course when they returned to
college.

"SicNeeley, og. cit., p. 27.
2Clara m. Brown, Employment Opportunities for Women with Limited
Training, Minneapolis, Burgess Publishing Company, 19Uh, p. 2.
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According to McNeeley many factors of a sociological nature ob
viously were involved in student mortality. Such factors operating on
the students frequently exercise either a direct or an indirect influ
ence in causing them to leave college.^
was the psycho-social factor of age.

Foremost among these factors

For the purpose of this study,

age at withdrawal was secured from the students and from the analysis of
their answers, the data shown in Figure 2 were obtained.

The age range

of the 1933 group was 18 to 30 years j the 19U3 group ranged in age from
16 to 31 years.

The median age for the first group was 18 years, where-

%cNeeley, op. cit., p. 61.
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as 20 years represented the median age for the 19U3 group.

According to

Samuel Cornelius,
In 1930, for the nation as a whole, typical schoolleavers were seventeen years old, or a little older or young
er ... Youth leaving before their fifteenth birthday or after
their twentieth were relatively few. Four-fifths of all youth
left in the five years between those birthdays, during the
"secondary school" years.-*•
Thus the median ages of both the 1933 students and the 19U3 students fell
within the range of the typical American "school-leavers."
Table I? indicates that the tendency to leave school under 17 oc
curred to a very small extent in the total groupj in fact, the smallest
number of dropouts occurred at this age.

No member of the pre-war group

was found who withdrew from college under 17 years of age, and only two
per cent (2$) of the students of the war-time group withdrew prior to
reaching 17 years of age. The frequency of withdrawals varied by 10 per
cent in the 17 to 18 range for the two (2) groups of students. The mor
tality rate was highest in the 19 to 20 year ages. Forty-nine per cent
(k9%) of the 19U3 group withdrew from college while in this age rangej

likewise, a large number (UU$) of the students in the 1933 group withdrew
at this age level.
Referring again to Figure 2, a progressive decline may be seen in
the number of withdrawing students as the age level rises above 19 years
of age. In the 21 to 22 year range, a difference of one per cent (1$)
existed between the dropouts in the two (2) representative groups j the
greatest similarity in the extent of the withdrawals existed in this age

•"•Samuel Cornelius. "School-Leaving," School and Society 33: 29
(January h, 19Ul).
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range. More than two-thirds of the students who withdrew were between 19
and 20 years old, but from this age on, the proportion of withdrawals in
each age group steadily decreased.
Table IV. Influence of Age on Student Mortality

Age in years

1933 students
N
j>

19h3 students
N
j>

Under 17
17-18
19-20
21-22
23-2U

0
7
8
2
0

0
39
hh
11
0

1
19
29
6
3

2
29
h9
12
6

29 or more

1

6

3

6

17

100

91

100

Total

Apparently many social and economic forces tended to operate in
the withdrawal of these students from college. Nine-tenths of the 1933
students (17) were from towns and villages while the remainder were from
cities. Slightly more than one-half (29) of the 19U3 students resided
in towns and villages, while almost one half (23) lived in cities. The
homes of the majority were located in Texas while only two (2) of the
1933 students and four (U) of the 19U3 students came from states other
than Texas. According to the data Prairie View A. and M. College had its
first responsibility in serving the needs of citizens of the state. Yet,
it appeared that the college had a growing responsibility toward out of
state students.
A very few of the students reported that they had come from homes
that were broken either because of divorce or death. Three-fourths (16)
of the 1933 students reported that both parents were living at the time
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of their withdrawal; almost the same proportion of the 19ll3 students (38)
reported that both parents were living.

One (1) of these students report

ed that her parents were separated. Where one (1) parent was reported de
ceased, it was the father in most instances, and, since so many of the
parents were living at the time of the withdrawals, this factor did not
influence mortality greatly.
The strongest single factor in determining how far a student goes
in school is the occupation of his father.
this observation.

The data in Table V bear out

The data revealed the occupation of the fathers of

those respondents who reported living fathers.
Table V.

Occupations of Fathers and Student Mortality

Occupation of
the father

1933 students -- 16
Year of withdrawal
1st 2nd 3rd Uth
N % N % N % N %

Professional
1 6
Proprietary
Skilled
1 6
Semi-skilled
Unskilled-farm
ing
5 31 U 25 1 6
Unskilledlaborer

3 19 1 6

19ii3 students - U3
Year of withdrawal
1st 2nd 3rd Uth
N % N % N % N %
2

5

12
12
1 2
U 10 2 51 2
1 2
U 10 3 6 k 10 1 2
6 1U 5 12 7 16

Their occupations were grouped under the following classifications:
professional, proprietary, skilled, semi-skilled, unskilled-farming, and
O

unskilled-laborer.

The largest occupational group of the fathers in the

^"Howard M. Bell. Youth Tell Their Story. American Council on
Education, Washington, D. C. (1938), p. 63.
p

The classification was adapted from that of Bell.
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1933 and 19U3 classes was the unskilled group. Eighty-seven per cent
(lit) of the fathers of the 1933 students were engaged in unskilled occu
pations.

Of this number 62 per cent (10) were engaged in farming and 29

per cent (It) were common laborers.

None of these fathers were engaged in

professional or skilled occupations and only one (1) was engaged in a
proprietary occupation.
of the 19U3 students.

The situation differed slightly for the fathers

That is, some of these fathers were engaged in

the higher occupations.

Seventeen per cent (7) of these fathers were

skilled workers, 7.3 per cent (3) were professional workers and about 9
per cent (2) were proprietors.

One (1) father was engaged in semi-skill

ed employment (2%), but the greater portion of the fathers (30) were in
unskilled occupations (79%) •

Of this number 36 per cent (12) were farm

ers and ij.2 per cent (18) were common laborers.
Table V reveals further that all of the 1933 students who with
drew after the first year at the college were children of unskilled
workers. Five out of six students who withdrew in the second year were
the children of unskilled workers; however, in the third year equal num
bers of students withdrew whose fathers were unskilled and semi-skilled
workers. Among the 19U3 students more than one-half (6) of the withdraw
als in the first year were children of parents who were unskilled labor
ers. Equal numbers (U) of students withdrew whose fathers were farmers
and skilled workers and one (1) student stated that her father was a semi
skilled worker.

The fathers of 19 per cent (8) of the students who with

drew in their second year were unskilled workers.

By the third year with

drawal among these students had increased to over 29 per cent of all the
withdrawals which occurred during that year.

One-half of the students

who remained in college until their fourth year were those who stated that
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their fathers were proprietors (2%) . Surprisingly the other one-half who
persisted in college to that point stated that their fathers were farm
ers. No doubt students of farm parents found it possible to remain in
college because of the sharp rise in farm prices which occurred during
the war years. In fact, the prices received by farmers have advanced
each year since 1939.^"
Apparently those students who listed proprietary occupations for
their fathers remained in college longer than did any other students.
These students averaged 2.5 years of college before they withdrew, as
may be seen in Table VI.
Table VI. Relation of Father's Occupation to Student's
Years in College
Occupation of
father

Number of
students*

Total years
spent

Average
years

Professional
Proprietary
Skilled
Semi-skilled
Unskilled-farm
ing

3
3
7
2

5
8
11
h

1.6
2.5
1.5
2.0

22

U2

1.9

Unskilled-labor
er

22

U2

1.9

Total

59

H2

"This total depended upon the number of students
who stated their father's occupation.
The difference between the average number of years of college at
tained by the students who had proprietary fathers and professional fathers

"4j. S. Dept. of Agriculture. Agricultural Outlook. Bureau of
Agricultural Economics, Washington, D. C. (October, 19Ub), p. 5.
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was almost one (l) year, for, in the latter group, the students averaged
1.6 years before withdrawing from the institution.

The average number of

years attained by children of unskilled workers, who were farmers, and of
unskilled workers, who were common laborers, was the same (1.9 years).
Two (2) years were attained by the students whose fathers were semi-skill
ed workers.

Both Table V and Table VI showed relatively small numbers of

students whose fathers were engaged in professional and proprietary oc
cupations as compared with the large numbers engaged in unskilled occupa
tions.
It has been pointed out by McNeeley that the lower the family in1

come, the sooner the youth leaves school.

The lowest family income

stated by any of the students in the 1933 group was six hundred and sev
enty dollars ($670.00) per year-while the highest was thirty-six hundred
dollars ($3600.00).

The lowest income stated by the 19U3 group was three

hundred and sixty dollars ($360.00) per year while the highest in that
group was forty-eight thousand dollars ($i|.8,000) per year.
Apparently some relationship existed between occupation and in
come j the lowest income reported in the \9b3 group was that of a father
whose occupation was that of common laborer while the highest income in
this group was that of a white collar worker.

The average annual income

in the 1933 group was slightly under two thousand dollars ($1,217.00)
while the family incomes averaged nearly four thousand dollars ($3,32li.ii7)
for the 19U3 group.

Evidently this increase in family incomes contrib

uted toward the increased number of years spent in college by the 19h3
students which was brought out in Table II. It may be safe to say that

^McNeeley, o£. clt«, p. Uu
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persistence in college remains high so long as family incomes are suffi
ciently large to fulfill this end.
Relatively few of the parents had ever been enrolled in college.
This fact would lead one to believe that "the social and economic forces
that tend to freeze social levels and to hold young people in the grip of
the same restrictions to which their parents had been subjected" did not
operate to affect the entrance of many of these students into college.
An estimate was stated of the education of 123 parents but less than one
p

fourth (21) had ever attended college themselves.

In the majority of

the cases (63) the parents1 education had been confined to high school.
Whereas some parents had completed four (U) years of high school many of
the parents became "school-leavers" while in grades 8, 9, 10 and 11. More
than one-third (39) of the parents had had elementary school educations
and in a few cases the parents had completed only the first or second
gradesj however, the majority of those parents with elementary school
training left school after their seventh year.
Figure 3 reveals that the extent of education was greater for the
parents of the 19U3 students than for those of the 1933 students. A con
siderable increase in the number of persons who had attended college was
shown. The amount of education attained by the mothers in both groups
exceeded that attained by the fathers. These data were interesting since
it is generally felt that education and family income are closely related.
The greater educational attainment of the 19U3 parents may have constituted

"Stell, og. ext., p. 92.
2The colleges attended- by the parents were Prairie View, Wiley,
Guadalupe, Paul Quinn, Samuel Huston, Bishop, Fisk, Tuskegee, and Houston
College.

3U
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one factor in the relative

increase in family incomes.

Likewise, it may

throw additional light upon the increase in the average time spent by
the 19U3 students in college.
Table VII shows data which indicate the possible influence of pa
rental educational attainment on the student's persistence- in college.
Table VII. Extent of Education Among the Barents of
Students Who Withdrew Each Year (N = 123)
Year studentParents' education
High school
Elementary school
withdrew
N
from college
N
%
%
First year
Second year
Third year
Fourth year

13
13
13
0

11
11
11
0

29
15
17
2

2li
12
1h
2

College
N
7
7

5
5

3

2

a

3

Most of the students who withdrew stated that their parents' ed
ucation was limited to high school.

The picture remained the same dur

ing each succeeding year, where parents with elementary education were
concerned, until the fourth year.

Those students who withdrew in their

fourth year stated that their parents had high school or college educa
tions.

Clearly the students who withdrew from college were not influ

enced to do so because of parental illiteracy. The responsibility for
the great degree of mortality which occurred among these students must be
assigned to other causes.
Corty, in writing of the secondary school, ascribes its failure to
hold students for the most part to two (2) major causes, one of which is
economic and the other curricular.^-

The reasons given by the students in

"'"Sister Mary E. Corty. A Study of the Reasons Why Pupils Withdraw
From School With Suggestions, Villonova College, Pennsylvania, (193b)> P*
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this investigation are shown in Table VIII
Table VIII. Reasons Given By Students for Leaving College

Reason given

N

$

Dissatisfaction with grades
Economic reasons
Family migrated
Lack of interest
Maladjusted to campus life

61
1
1+1
6

1+0
1
26
1+

Marriage
Poor health
Transferred to another college
Other reasons

9
12
5
1+

6
8
3
2

151+

100

Total

15

10

Apparently economic reasons were responsible for the majority of
the withdrawals (1+0$); on the other, hand, the lack of interest in college
caused mary others to withdraw (2b$).

Other reasons which accounted for

their withdrawals were dissatisfaction with grades (10$), poor health
(8$) and marriage (6$), while a small percentage (3$) transferred to oth
er colleges.
The following comments, besides being refreshingly realistic, sug
gest the variety of reasons why many of the students left school: "I be
came tired of school, so I dropped out for a session to get rested and
this session I was selected as an assistant teacher." "I dropped out to
earn some moneyj I plan to return when I earn enough to finish." "I
had a physical weakness that the dean would not tolerate.

I wanted to

remain in college but under those circumstances I had no alternative."
"My mother moved to Californiaj so I had to leave college."

"I dropped

out because I failed twice in Chemistry." "I dropped out because there
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wasn't enough money to send, me back to college and take care of a family
of eight.

If I am ever financially able I plan to complete the course."

It was interesting to note that economic reasons led in causing
mortality among the 2.9h3 students as well as among the 1933 students de
spite the fact that family incomes were much higher in 19^3 •

Perhaps the

high cost of living during the war years was responsible for some of the
economic difficulties which the 19^3 students experienced.
"Three-fourths of the pupils who leave school each year face the
necessity of entering upon an occupational career."1 The occupational
survey disclosed the fact that many former students who returned the
questionnaire had been engaged in some type of occupation.

Three-fourths

(7$%) of the 1933 students stated that they had been engaged in some type
of gainful employment while slightly less than three-fourths (68$) of
the I9lt3 respondents had been employed.

The data revealed that the oc

cupation of the fathers seemingly was not an influential factor for the
students who had not been employed.

As a matter of fact, some students

who had never been employed were the children of common laborers or of
farmers•
It is a we3,1 known fact that the children of persons on the lower
occupational levels generally find it necessary to contribute to the
family income.

Consequently, they must find some form of employment by

means of which they may make-a contribution.

In this connection, John W.

Studebaker, United States Commissioner of Education, states that at least
two (2) children of the average farm family must go to the city to make

Mussel T. Gregg. "Civic Competence and Occupational Adjustments
in the Secondary School," School Review UU: 3UU, (May, 19U1).
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a living.1

It appeared that the place of residence exerted a greater in

fluence upon their employment than did the family income.

Some of the

students who had never been employed were living in small towns or in ru
ral areas where employment opportunities were limited.

In these instances,

the students probably felt that the opportunities, which were available,
did not merit the college training they had received} consequently, these
students had remained unemployed.
The number of years of employment for the 1933 students averaged
5.U while the average was considerably less for the 19U3 students (1.iq
years).

Six (6) of the 19i±3 students had been continuously employed

since they withdrew, but only one (l) of the 1933 students had been em
ployed continuously.

In general the students in both groups had been

employed periodically.

Only three (3) of the jobs held by the students

of the 1933 group offered weekly remuneration whereas thirty-three (33)
of such jobs had been held by the students of the 19U3 group.

Likewise,

the average weekly wages were higher for the 1933 students than they were
for the 19U3 students ($27.00 and $21,00 respectively),

A definite trend

toward securing employment for which monthly remuneration was provided
was recognized in the employment of both the 1933 and the ±9k3 students.

It was interesting to note that in spite of the fact that the
median number of years of college training obtained by the students of the
1933 group was less than the training received by the 19h3 group, the
1933 students averaged higher salaries.

The mean salary of the 19lf3 stu-

United States Office of Education. Some Suggestions for Educa
tion in Home and Family Living for Older Youth Yiiho Have Left the FullTime School: With Special Consideration to Rural Youth, Washington,
Federal Security Agency, Home Economics Education, Vocational Division,
236U (April, 19U0), p. 1.
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dents was $132.00 per month while it was $16U.00 for the 1933 students.
The data in Table IX (See Appendix, Exhibit C) may be interpreted in a
manner which sheds some light upon the differences which existed in the
mean salaries. Exactly one half (9) of the 1933 students who had been
employed were teachers but less than one half (15) of the employed stu
dents of the 19U3 group were teachers.

Since the 1933 students had been

out of school for a longer period than the 19^3 students, they had had
an opportunity to obtain more teaching experience.

This fact is impor

tant under the present schedule of salaries for teachers. That is to
say, those teachers who have greater amounts of teaching experience now
command larger salaries under present conditions than do teachers with a
little or no experience. Having compared the occupations of students
with those of their parents, Bell concluded that youth tend to stay in the
same general occupational fields that their fathers are in.

On the con

trary, these data show that the students in this investigation entered
occupational fields of a higher level than the ones which their fathers
chose.

Practically two-thirds of these students, according to Figure U,

were engaged in white collar occupations (59$) as contrasted with 10 per
cent of their parents who were similarly engaged.

On the other hand, 86

per cent of the parents were in unskilled occupations and only 28 per
cent of the students were so engaged. Two per cent (2$) of the parents
and six (6$) and seven (7$) per cent of the students were in skilled or
semi-skilled occupations.

In general it appeared then that whatever

amount of college training these students had, it enabled them to attain
a higher level of employment than that of their fathers.

, og. cit., p. 15U.
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It was thought advisable to attempt to find out which of all the
courses were most valuable in the opinion of the students who withdrew.
In so far as the value to the students of the various courses which made
up the home economics curriculum was concerned, the technical home eco
nomics courses appeared to be of most value. Foods courses were rated
as the most valuable courses by U2 of the students, while clothing was
rated second by Hi students. Of all the technical courses art was rated
lowestj only 17 students rated it as most valuable. Since many of the
withdrawals were made in the first and second years of college, many had
not been enrolled in certain courses, such as parental education and
nursery school observation. Nevertheless, these courses were rated rela
tively high in value by those students who remained in college long enough

la
to take them."1"
Warren's investigation of married home economics graduates reveal
ed that most of them felt that they had received some help from the major
2

areas of technical instruction in home economics.

Many of the graduates

involved in her investigation also felt that courses in the natural sci
ences and mathematics had done much to prepare them to solve their finan
cial problems.

However, in the present investigation, these students

evidenced very little realization of value from courses in mathematics
and practically no value from science courses3 English seemed to be the
academic course which was most helpful to them.

Yet, in both investiga

tions, there seemed to be some agreement as to the helpfulness of both
foods and clothing courses in solving daily home problems.

Perhaps the

differences in the opinions of the former students of both investigations
may be ascribed to the differences in time spent in college. The fact
that the students who had not graduated did not remain in college long
enough to pursue as many of the courses as the graduates pursued may have
operated to lessen their appreciation of the academic courses.
Limited numbers of comments and suggestions were made about the
curriculumj however, the majority of them were favorable.

Many students

felt that a shorter home economics course should be set up for the bene
fit of the students who cannot remain in college far four (U) years. As
a matter of fact, a two (2) year course in Clothing is offered at pres
ent but in the past few students have admitted, upon entering college,

"*"See Appendix, Exhibit D, for the students' ratings of courses
in the curriculum.
2

Gloria Oberian Warren. College Home Economics as a Functional
Factor in Home Management — Based on Opinions of Some lurried Graduates.
Master's Thesis. Prairie View A. and M. College, 19U7, pp. U2-U6.
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that they could remain for two (2) years only. Consequently, it has been
felt unnecessary to encourage them to enroll for the two (2) year course.
A two (2) year course in Foods was offered for a number of years but since
no student ever enrolled in it the administration saw fit to eliminate
the course.
Those students who made unfavorable comments mainly said that some
of the courses should be iffl.de easier. Generally the students were in
favor of more practical courses and experiences. Some students suggested
the inclusion of more sociology, psychology and professional adjustment
courses. On the other hand, the addition of a course in upholstering was
suggested by one individual. Many felt that the curriculum is so well
set up that it needed no change.

On the contrary one (1) individual felt

that she was not qualified to evaluate the curriculum even in this tenta
tive manner.
A few of the students suggested experiences which they felt should
be included as a part of the home economics students' training. Some of
the suggestions seemed worthy of consideration. They are as follows:
1. An apartment in the Household Arts Building wherein girls,
who do not remain long enough to enter the Home Management
House, may receive some experience.
2. The introduction of simple business methods which a house
wife could use.
3. Additional time allotted to both student teaching and home
management house experiences.
U.

Preparing and serving meals for large groups of people.

5. The elimination of the investigative paper.
6. Some cafeteria practice for first year students.

U3
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A follow-up study was made of 127 students who had entered the
Home Economics Division of Prairie View A. and M. College in 1933 and
in 19)43, and who, at the time this study was made, had not graduated.
The purpose of this investigation was three-fold:

to find the extent to

which students withdraw from home economics, to determine why they with
draw, and to see what they did after withdrawal.

It was assumed that

an institution, or a division of it, could use to advantage information
concerning the extent to which students withdrew from college and of
what occupations they engaged in after they left.

Moreover, it was as

sumed that such a study might show the relative value of the courses
taken by non-graduating students.

Again, college students probably with

draw from school because of one or more of a group of well defined rea
sons, and, after their withdrawals, they probably were successful in se
curing and retaining employment in which they could use their college
training.

Furthermore, some relationship might be found to exist between

the amount of college training which the individual had received and the
type of employment which she was able to hold.

Yet any amount of home

economics training should make it possible for the individual to promote
the general welfare of her family.
The investigation was designed to find some general facts about
the student's home town, her employment record, the time of withdrawal
from college, her reasons for withdrawal and the socio-economic status
of her family at the time of her withdrawal.

The student's opinion of

the value of the home economics curriculum was sought and the criticisms,

1*1*

as well as the suggestions, which she would offer toward its improvement.
These date were obtained by means of questionnaires which were mailed to
the addresses of the students found in the Registrar's Office.
A high rate of mortality was found to have existed among the home
economics students.

When the two groups of students were compared, it

was found that students in the 191*3 group tended to withdraw to a greater
extent than did those in the 1933 group. Yet most of the students in
each group who withdrew did so after their first year of college on a
larger scale than they did in any other year.
When an analysis was made of the extent to which the students had
returned to continue their educational pursuits, it was found that ap
proximately one-half of the students had returned to some college since
they withdrew from Prairie View. More than two-thirds of these stu
dents chose the home economics course when they returned to college.
The typical withdrawing student was 19 years of age, the daughter
of an unskilled worker who had attained only an elementary school educa
tion for himself. Since her withdrawal from college, she had been gain
fully employed periodically and generally speaking, the level of employ
ment which she had reached was higher than that of her father.
More than five (£) years had been spent in employment by the 1933
students while the average time was slightly more than one (1) year for
the 191*3 students.

Although the college training received by the 1933

students was less than that received by the 19l*3 students, the former
group of students averaged higher monthly salaries on their jobs. While
the 1933 students' average salary was $161*.00 per month, that of the
19l*3 students was $132.00. Apparently the years of work experience were
more influential in determining salaries than was the amount of college

U5
training.
When the reasons for the withdrawal of the students were compared,
there was very little difference in the causes. The leading reason stated
for withdrawal was financial difficulty for both the pre-war and the war
time groups of students.
The technical home economics courses appeared to be the most val- .
uable courses to the students. Foods courses were of most value while
art was of least value to the students according to their opinions.

Gen

erally a favorable attitude toward the curriculum was possessed by the
students and most of the suggestions which they offered toward the im
provement of the curriculum were constructive.
The writer drew the following conclusions on the basis of the
findings s
1. A functional guidance program is needed to offset the
high rate of mortality which was revealed in the in
vestigation. Such a program might result in a better
understanding of the factors which cause students to
withdraw, and those students who were known to be of a
type which does not graduate may be guided into the
selection of courses which would fit them for more use
ful living.
2. There is need for assisting all students in understand
ing and in successfully coping with their economic problems
as evidenced by the numbers of students who withdrew for
economic reasons.
3. The provision of short terminal courses in which students
may earn certificates should be considered as a means of

H6
developing essential abilities and skills as well as mental
good health for students who cannot spend four (U) years in
college.
lu

The exposure of students to the responsibilities of the Home
Management House at the earliest logical time should be con
sidered as a means of assisting the large numbers of students
who withdraw for marital reasons.

5. Well planned local workshops under the direction of the Home
Economics Division with college credit should be considered
since many former students cannot or do not return to col
lege.
6.

The Home Economics Division at Prairie View has been design
ed in such a manner that, by means of its practical as well
as integrated curriculum, students who do not graduate are
still able to lead prosperous as well as happy lives.

Because the investigator feels that some light has been thrown upon
the problem of student mortality among home economics students, she would
like to recommend a similar study of the problem involving a larger sampling,
or over a longer span in years.

1*7
CHAPTER VI

EEC OMMENDATIONS
The investigator believes that the Division of Home Economics could
make a still greater contribution to the successful living of withdrawing
students. Therefore, on the basis of the findings, seme recommendations
• are made of changes which might be considered in further study of the cur
riculum for the first two years.
The changes suggested for the first year are as follows:

(1) the

addition of a course in Elementary Nutrition during the first semesterj
(2) the replacement of physical Education by a coarse in Family Health
and Recreation during the second semester; and (3) the substitution of
a course in Family Finance^ which would include housing costs and land
valuer for Mathematics 183 during the second semester.
The changes which are recommended for the second year are as fol
lows:

(1) the addition of a course in Child Guidance; (2) the course in

Children's Clothing should be offered daring the first semester ratner
than during the second semester as it is now offered; (3) the inclusion
of courses in Consumer Problems; and (1*) Courtship and Marriage during
the second semester.
The investigator believes also tnat an effort should be made to
fuse some of the professional courses, and-that a course in General Science
could be offered'for those students who plan to withdraw before gradua. tion.

This could be used as a substitution for the separate courses in

Chemistry. Again, through closer cooperation with the secondary schools,
many additional experiences could be suggested for enrichment of the precollege pupils' curricula.

Finally, the two year coarse in Foods, the

U8
curriculum for which was formerly included in the college catalog, should
be offered again for the benefit of the students who are quite certain
that they shall not attend college for four years.
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EXHIBIT A
COPT OF QUESTIONNAIRE
PRAIRIE VIEW A & M COLLEGE
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS
A STUDY OF HOME ECONOMICS STUDENTS WHO ENTERED PRAIRIE VIEW COLLEGE
IN 1933 AND IN 19U3 AID WHO DROPPED OUT DURING OR AFTER
THEIR FIRST, SECOND OR THIRD YEARS AND TO DATE
HAVE NOT COMPLETED THE CURRICULUM
Ruby B. Harden, Investigator

E . May Galloway, Adviser

QUESTIONNAIRE
Directions: Fill in blanks with the correct answers.
A.

B.

GENERAL INFORMATION
1.

Name

Date

191*8

2.

Mailing Address

3.

Underline marital status: single, married, divorced or widowed

1*.

Number of Children

5.

Do you own your home?

EMPLOYMENT
1. Are you employed now?
leaving college?
2.

Have you ever been employed since
Continuously?
Periodically?

WORK RECORD (PLEASE FILL IN)
Approximate Time
Name of Jobs Held
Indicate: Months
or Years
a
b
c
d
e
f

Approximate Wage
or Salary-Indicate:
Weekly or Monthly

5b
WORK RECORD (CONTINUED)
Name of Jobs Held

Approximate Time
Indicate: Months
or Years

Approximate Wage
or Salary-Indicate:
Weekly or Monthly

g
h
i
j

k
3«

If you have not been employed continuously, have you operated
your own business?
If so, what type of business was it?

b. How long did you operate it?

When? (Date)

Do you still operate the business?
6.

C.

If you have not operated a business or held a job, what have you
done?
_________________

DROP-OUT PERIOD
1. During which calendar year did you drop out of Prairie View?
State whether that was during or after your first, second or
third year here.
2*

Approximately how old were you then?

3.

Have you returned to ary college since leaving P . V.?
Name of college

b«

Year of entering it _________ How long did you go to the second
college?

5«

What curriculum did you pursue in the second college?

6. Were both of your parents living when you left P. V. College?
7* What was your father's occupation then?
8. What was your mother's occupation then?
9.

What was the approximate family income then?

55
10. How much schooling did your father have?

Tour mother?

11. If either attended college name college for father
For mother
12. Mark (x)

Your main reason for dropping out of home economics.

a ) Transferred to another
college
b) Financial difficulty

e) Faulty vision

c) Dissatisfied with grades

f) Failed to adjust to
campus life
g) Became employed

d) Impaired health

h) Lost interest in college

i) State your reason if it is not listed above.

HOME ECONOMICS CURRICULUM
1. Place a check in the column which best describes your opinion
of the value to you of the subjects listed.

Subjects
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
n.
i.
k.
1.

Of Most
Value

Of Some
Value

Of little
Value

Art
Clothing
Education
English
Fools
House
Mathematics?
Nursery School Education
Parental Education
Physical Education
Sciences (Natural")
Sciences (physTeaT)

2. 1/S/hat comments or suggestions would you care to make about the
home economics curriculum as it affects the girls who do not
complete four years of training?

3• Are there any subjects which might have helped you more if they
had been included in the home economics curriculum?

Are there any experiences which might have helped you more if
they had been included in the home economics curriculum?
_

March 20, 19U8
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EXHIBIT B
COPY OF LETTER TO REGISTRAR REQUESTING PERMISSION TO
USE THE PERMANENT RECORD FILES

Prairie View A. and M. College
Prairie View, Texas
March U, 191*8

Dr. T. R. Solomon, Registrar
Prairie View A. and M. College
Prairie View, Texas
Dear Dr. Solomon:
During our recent talk in your office, I explained that for my
thesis I am attempting to make a study of the home economics students
Yirho entered Prairie View College as Freshmen in 1933 and others who
entered as Freshmen in 19l*3 and who for some reason or other dropped
out aiy time after their registration and who have not yet graduated.
At the time you expressed the belief that I might be able to
obtain the addresses of some of the students from your records. In or
der that questionnaires may be sent to as many of the students as pos
sible, it is necessary that I have their addresses at this point. Will
you grant me the privilege of using the records in your office to lo
cate their addresses? I assure you that your kindness in granting this
request will not be abused in any manner.
endosed of the students of the 1933 group and of the
,Q) . A list
191*3 group in whom I am interested.

Respectfully yours,

/

Ruby B. Harden
Adviser
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EXHIBIT C
COPI OF LETTER TO EX-STUDENTS
PRAIRIE VIEW" A & M COLLEGE
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS
March 20, 19U8

Dear Former Student:
You knovr of the sincere interest which our college has always
shown in what its former students are doing. In connection with this
interest, an effort is being made now to contact many of the former
students of certain divisions of the college who have not graduated as
yet from Prairie View. We are interested in those home economics stu
dents who entered Prairie View either in 1933 or in 19^3 and it is a
part of my responsibility as a graduate student enrolled in the Division
of Home Economics to try to contact as many of such persons as possible.
A questionnaire has been developed which when filled will pro
vide information which we believe you will agree is important. Since
your name was found either in the 1933 group or the 191*3 group, one of
these questionnaires is being sent to you. Now, the success of our
study is largely dependent upon your filling the enclosed questionnaire
and mailing it to us in the self-addressed envelope right away. May we
secure your cooperation in this?
Since we anticipate your usual fine cooperation, we await the
return of your questionnaire with much interest. In addition, we
thank you now for the prompt attention which we feel you will give our
request of filling and returning the questionnaire.
Very truly yours,

, Investigator

, Adviser

EXHIBIT D
Table IX.

Occupational Distribution of Students

Number of students

1933

Classification of occupations

N

%

16 76
9

White Collar
Professional
Home demonstration agent
Teacher

9
2

Technical
Defense worker
Government clerk
War worker

19U3

N

33 53
17
1
15
7
2
2

1

Office — Sales
Bookkeeper
Cashier
Insurance
Order clerk
Secretary

1

Proprietary — Managerial
Beauty shop
Cafeteria
Dress shop
Grocery store
Portrait studio
Umbrella repair shop

k

7

1

1
1
1

3
1
1
1

1

*

2
1

k

Skilled
Dress shop worker
Inventory clerk
Nurses' Aid
Postal clerk
Practical nurse
Semi-skilled
Cafeteria Hostess
Laundry worke r
Mess attendant
Umbrella repair
Unskilled
Domestics (maid and cooks)
Waitress
Common Laborer

j

5

8

5

8

l
l
l
l
l

1
1

5

3
1
1

\

u 19
3
1

19 31
Hi

k

1

EXHIBIT E
Table X. Opinions of Students of Subjects in the Home

Subjects

Of most
value

Of some Of little
value
value

Art
Clothing
Education
English
Foods

17
lil
26
33
U2

3U
10
17
7
5

U
3
1E>
2
1

House
Mathematics
Nursery School Education
Parental Education
Physical Education

30
22
19
18
9

10
16
7
10
19

1
6
U
5
2U

6
U

19
15

25
1&

Sciences (Natural)
Sciences (Physical)

^Inconsistencies exist in the numbers of students
who checked each subject because of the fact that some
students withdrew before they had had the subject.

EXHIBIT F
LIST OF FORMULAS

(1) Median score = N
(2) \ = M.O.

A
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EXHIBIT G
NAMES OF THE 1933 FRESHMAN STUDENTS ENROLLED IN
HOME ECONOMICS

Armstrong, Beuna K.

Little, Frankie L.

Ashfard, Gladys B.

Love, Melissa C.

Benford, Celia B.

McDonald, Elwena

Blair, Ida Mae

McDonald, Illene

Bolding, Ray Doloris

Mason, Leona A.

Brown, Frankie M.

Mickens, Novella

Collier, Edna C.

Moten, Ruth G.

Collier, Inez

Neal, Paralee

Daugherty, Lenoria

Nelson, Zeophus Lee

Davis, Anna F.

Palms, Thelma Dorothy

Davis, Elma A.

Penn, Jeffery C.

Davis, Juanita

Philio, Karmolette

Foster, Margaret Louvelia

Philio, Kermis

Fullbright, Gladys

Roberts, Lorealia G.

Glasper, Melvin

Robertson, Mary J•

Green, Gladys

Robinson, Vester

Harrison, Ruby K»

Sanders, Juanita

Hodge, Eddie J•

Sanders, Pearl

Hunter, Blackman Melissa

Scott, Gertha

Johnson, Johnnie M.

Smith, Bessie Lee

Jones, Fannie Lee

Stubblefield, Eliza

Lawson, Mary Jane

Thorn, Karle

Legendre, Josephine

Wilev. Ruth E.
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EXHIBIT H
NAMES OF THE ±9k3 FRESHMAN STUDENTS ENROLLED IN
HOME ECONOMICS
Adams, Shelly Cleo

Dawson, Willie A .

Alexander, Farthenia Lee

Drake, MArjorie

Allen, Doris Loraine

Dupree, .Doris

Bell, Mary Magdalene

Evans, Melanie Voncile

Bolden, FrankLe M.

Fletcher, Justine

Boney, Mildred E.

Goff, Magdalene

Brailsford, Artie Mae

Goodloe, Norma I.

Brown, Ashley Ann

Grear, Minnie Leola

Brown, Mary Lois

Hall, Cleola

Brown, Vance Mildred

Hall, Madie B.

Burley, Corine

Hall, Minnie Mae

Campbell, Annie L.

Hall, Viola Deloris

Carter, Lois K»

Harlan, Vela B.

Cashaw, Ikie Marie

Harmon, Amanda G.

Cashaw, Theophilus

Harris, Myrtle

Christopher, Ernestine V.

Harris, Parilee

Clark, Dorothy Mae

Harrison, Edna Lee

Clark, Helen
Cott, Eutilla Ary
Coleman, Nora Nell
Curtis, Mattie Lee
Davenport, Doris B.
Davis, Beatrice H.

Hawkins, Charlene
Hendon, Anthony Rene
Hi^itower, Frances
Houston, Dorothy Marie
Humphrey, Mary Lucille
Hunt, Ruth Ella

6h
Johnson, Algerida Mae

Minix, Dorothy Mae

Johnson, Annie Louxse

Mitchell, Theresa

Johnson, Helen Faye

Moore, Myrtle L»

Johnson, Helen Jewel
Johnson, Marinell
Keller, Audrey Mae
KeHough, Imogene
Kelly, Gloria L.
Kennard, Pearlie
Kindle, Bernice Marie
Knight, Viola Marie
Lee, Ruby Dell
Levy, Rosa Bell
Lockett, Ruth Vivian
Logan, Rosie Lee
McDaniel, Margaret E.
McGhee, Velma L.
McGriff, Myrtlene
McGriff, Senetta
McKenaie, Zemrie Lee
McTffashington, Rebecca V.
Mack, Volena
Malone, Josephine
Marshall, Conster W.
Maston, Myrtise Lee
Mathis, Avoilda E.
Mathis, Naomi E.

Murphy, Ella Mae
Muse, Inge Borg
Nobles, Ruby Faye
Parsons, Juanita G.
Peacock, Jessie Lee
Phifer, Landonia Y.
Porter, Ethel Lee
Powell, Frankie Mae
Ragston, Zelma
Richards, Ruthie Lee
Rivers, Beatrice E.
Robinson, Annie L.
Rogers, Lonia E.
Sanders, Gracie L.
Sharp, Dorothy Lee
Shavers, Jenna V•
Simmons, Thelma Jean
Smith, Charlie Marie
Smith, Clara Ruth
Stoney, Ruth MAe
Sykes, J ohnnie Ruth
Tramble, Ellen L«
Turner, Lexye Bell
Tyson, Pearline P.

Vance, Bernice Marie

White, Miriam E.

Yfard, Vecola

Whitman, Genetta

Washington, Ermajean L.

Wiley, Mittie Mae

White, Berni.ce

Williams, Doris E.

White, Frances V.

Williams, Maude E.

White, Johnnie Dean

Wilson, Jeraldine W.
Young, Loma B.

